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New Zealand Post
Secures Its Operations
When the New Zealand Post wanted a better way to protect its mail, it turned to Videx.
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APPLICATION CASE
30 street receiver boxes and sometimes clearance agents
service multiple routes. Each series of 50 receiver boxes
were keyed alike. If a key was lost, all the locks in that
series of street boxes had to be rekeyed at great expense.
Also, the time required to rekey the boxes put customer
mail at serious risk.

Solution: Electronic Lock System

New Zealand Post began looking for a system that
would allow it to monitor the performance of each
subcontractor clearing mail from their street receiver
boxes. Ian Bekhuis, Letter Acceptance Network Manager,
said, “We put a tender out to industry with a list of
our requirements inviting companies to present their
solutions. Many different types of technology were
presented to us.”
It sought an effective solution with good price performance. “We selected CyberLock because it was cost
effective and met our requirements in terms of measurability and auditing,” Bekhius said. “CyberLock did not
require a huge investment in supporting technology.”
In spring of 2006, with the support of their vendor,
Electronic Keying Australia, New Zealand Post
implemented a successful four-month trial of the
CyberLock system in the city of Wellington. Next, it
converted 3,500 of their receiver boxes to CyberLock
by replacing the mechanical cylinders in the locks with
CyberLock electronic cylinders. “We’ve had vandals try
to break into the street receiver boxes with hydraulic pry
bars and other types of equipment. The boxes themselves
may sometimes fail, but not the CyberLocks because they
are so robust,” Bekhuis said.
Enterprise software provides daily reports of box
clearance times and exception reports when an agent
tries to open a street receiver box outside the scheduled
collection time. “The national networking capability the
system provides is a great benefit to us,” Bekhuis said.
“Not only does the hardware provide a very high level of
security but the system’s Enterprise software allows us to
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▲ A street receiver postal box site for the New Zealand Post

perform audits over the network and manage the performance of our subcontractors at each collection site.”
Since Enterprise software is Web-based, managers can
easily access it from any computer, by opening a Web
browser and logging on. Enterprise supports a variety
of methods for communication between the CyberLock
hardware and the software, including the use of cellular
PDAs to program keys on demand in the field. Clearance
agents carry only one electronic key to service all receiver
boxes on their routes.
With Enterprise, New Zealand Post sets schedules in
each agent’s electronic key for accessing the receiver
boxes on their route. It also programs collection times in
the key, so the agent cannot clear a box before a predetermined time of the day. Along with this tight-control
functionality, it can disable a key immediately should
one be lost. Prior to installing the CyberLock system, a
lost mechanical key would cost approximately US$2,200,
because New Zealand Post had to replace all the
mechanical locks that were keyed alike on that series of
receiver boxes.
The information that the CyberLock system gathers
for New Zealand Post on a daily basis consists of box
clearance times, denied entries, and audit trails for
all the keys and locks. It also reports exceptions such
as attempted access to a box outside the scheduled
collection time. “The most important benefit the
CyberLock system provides is greatly enhanced
security,” Bekhuis said. “The most useful feature from a
management point-of-view is the ability to manage and
monitor our subcontractor service performance.”

